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Reviewer's report:

The Manuscript entitled "Identification of Factors for the Preoperative Prediction of Tumor Subtype in Patients with Solitary Ground-glass Opacity Pulmonary Nodules" is well written with accurate methodology and extensive literature search.

However the following things shall make it more informative to the readers

1. Elaborate reason for the potential (benigh lesions only 8%), shall be useful

2. The normal value for CEA as cut off in regular practice is 3.0 for non smokers and 5 for smokers. The authors did not mention difference in subtype "smoker vs. non smoker"

3. DO they mean- we need to revise the normal range - if so in which category of patients

4. Tumor size- do they mean size in any particular dimension- did they evaluate other features like margins etc.…

Level of interest
Please indicate how interesting you found the manuscript:

An article of importance in its field
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